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45abstract

Most human immunodeficiency virus type 1 (HIV-1) infected individuals develop an HIV-
specific neutralizing antibody (NAb) response that selects for escape variants of the virus. 
Here, we studied autologous NAb responses in five typical CCR5-using progressors in relation 
to viral NAb escape and molecular changes in the viral envelope (Env) in the period from 
seroconversion until after AIDS diagnosis. In sera from three patients, high-titer neutralizing 
activity was observed against the earliest autologous virus variants, followed by declining 
humoral immune responses against subsequent viral escape variants. Autologous neutralizing 
activity was undetectable in sera from two patients. Patients with high-titer neutralizing activ-
ity in serum showed the strongest positive selection pressure on Env early in infection. In the 
initial phase of infection, gp160 length and the number of potential N-linked glycosylation 
sites (PNGS) increased in viruses from all patients. Over the course of infection, positive selec-
tion pressure declined as the NAb response subsided, coinciding with reversions of changes 
in gp160 length and the number of PNGS. A number of identical amino acid changes were 
observed over the course of infection in the viral quasispecies of different patients. Our results 
indicate that although neutralizing autologous humoral immunity may have a limited effect 
on the disease course, it is an important selection pressure in virus evolution early in infection, 
while declining HIV-specific humoral immunity in later stages may coincide with reversion of 
NAb-driven changes in Env. 
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IntRoduCtIon

The human immunodeficiency virus type 1 (HIV-1) envelope glycoprotein (Env) has devel-
oped multiple mechanisms to evade the host humoral immune response, including oligomeric 
exclusion, occluded (co)receptor binding sites1-4, and heavy glycosylation. Despite its protec-
tive structure, Env is a major target of the humoral immune response in HIV-1-infected 
individuals. Antibodies directed against Env can be detected early in infection and are able 
to neutralize autologous virus variants with increasing titers over time in most patients5-8. 
However, Env evolves rapidly to escape from these neutralizing antibodies (NAbs). This evokes 
the development of new NAbs, thus leading to successive cycles of antibody production and 
viral escape5,7-9. 

In response to NAb pressure, the numbers and/or the position of carbohydrates can evolve to 
create a continuously changing glycan shield on the surface of Env7. Large sequence variation 
in the variable loops, including large insertions and deletions, and changes in the number of 
potential N-linked glycosylation sites (PNGS) in these regions have also been associated with 
escape from NAbs. In particular, length and glycosylation characteristics of the V1V2 loop 
seem to play a role in resistance against NAbs10-15, possibly by shielding underlying regions of 
Env from antibody recognition16. Finally, single amino acid substitutions may be responsible 
for the diversification of Env and escape from NAbs17,18. 

Despite this repertoire of viral escape mechanisms, several studies have indicated that there 
may be limits to the capacity of Env to escape from NAbs18-20. In addition, a sustained HIV-
1-specific antibody response with greater breadth and magnitude has been associated with 
long-term nonprogression21-23, although this has not been confirmed by others24,25, while loss 
of neutralizing activity has been associated with disease progression23,26. Moreover, rhesus 
macaques that were prevented from eliciting an anti-simian immunodeficiency virus (SIV) 
antibody response rapidly progressed to AIDS upon challenge with a pathogenic SIV strain, 
indicating that antibodies are critical for the control of SIV infection27.

To date, the development of NAb responses and the subsequent evolution of Env under 
the influence of NAb pressure have mainly been studied in the initial phase of infection or 
cross-sectionally in acutely versus chronically infected patients. Here, we present for the first 
time a longitudinal study of HIV-1 humoral immunity in relation to Env evolution that covers 
the entire course of infection from seroconversion (SC) to symptomatic disease. We show that, 
particularly early in infection, NAbs have a large effect on the evolution of Env. Reversion 
of NAb-induced changes was observed late in infection in the face of declining neutralizing 
immunity, suggestive of an effect of these changes on viral fitness.
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MAteRIAls And MetHods

Patients and viruses

The patients in our present study were homosexual male participants of the Amsterdam Cohort 
Studies on HIV/AIDS (ACS) who seroconverted during active follow-up and who progressed to 
AIDS in the presence of CCR5-using (R5) HIV-1 variants only, as shown by 3-monthly negative 
MT2 assays. For all virus variants studied here, CCR5 usage was predicted by the V3 loop sequence 
and confirmed by the inability of these viruses to replicate in the MT2 cell line. For better read-
ability, patient identifiers were recoded as H1 (ACH19999), H2 (ACH19542), H3 (ACH18969), 
H4 (ACH19768), and H5 (ACH19659). Ranking was based on the abilities of sera to neutralize 
autologous HIV-1 variants as demonstrated in this study. All patients received antiretroviral (mono)
therapy for various periods of time. As this was generally not reflected in changes in viral loads or 
CD4+ T-cell counts, we considered it ineffective. In those cases where therapy resulted in changes 
in CD4 counts and/or viral loads, time points of virus isolation were chosen before start of therapy 
or after CD4 counts and/or viral loads had returned to the pretreatment level, with the exception of 
the fourth time point in patient H3 (Fig. 1). Clonal HIV-1 variants were obtained as previously de-
scribed28. For further study, we selected a maximum of 10 virus variants per patient per time point, 
of which a maximum of five virus variants were studied for neutralization susceptibility. Viruses 
were selected on the basis of their replication capacities, defined as the first day of detectable p24 
production in the microculture after the start of the clonal virus isolation procedure. To prevent 
a change in neutralization sensitivity of the virus variants during in vitro culture, the number of 
peripheral blood mononuclear cell (PBMC) passages of viruses was kept to a minimum29. 

Primary cells

PBMCs were isolated from buffy coats obtained from healthy seronegative blood donors by 
Ficoll-Isopaque density gradient centrifugation. The cells (5 x 106/ml) were stimulated for 
3 days in Iscove’s modified Dulbecco medium supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum, 
penicillin (100 U/ml), streptomycin (100 μg/ml), and phytohemagglutinin (PHA) (5 μg/ml). 
Subsequently, the cells (106/ml) were grown in the absence of PHA in medium supplemented 
with recombinant interleukin-2 (20 U/ml, Chiron Benelux, Amsterdam, The Netherlands) 
and polybrene (5 μg/ml; hexadimethrine bromide, Sigma, Zwijndrecht, The Netherlands).

Autologous neutralization assay

Viruses were tested for their relative neutralization sensitivities against autologous serum and 
pooled serum from healthy, uninfected individuals. To prevent possible complement-mediated 
antibody inhibition of virus infection, complement in human sera and fetal bovine serum was 
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inactivated by 30 min of incubation at 56 °C. From each virus isolate, a final inoculum of 20 
50% tissue culture infective doses  in a volume of 50 μl was incubated for 1 h at 37 ºC with 
twofold serial dilutions of serum (range, 1/50 – 1/3,200). Subsequently, the mixtures of virus 
with serum were added to 105 PHA-stimulated PBMCs derived from healthy blood donors. 
After 4 h of incubation, the PBMCs were washed once in 100 μl phosphate-buffered saline. 
On day 7, virus production in culture supernatants was analyzed by an in-house p24 antigen 
capture enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay30. Experiments were performed in triplicate. The 
percent neutralization was calculated by determining the reduction in p24 production in the 
presence of the agent compared to the cultures with virus only. When possible, 50% inhibitory 
concentrations (IC50s) were determined by linear regression. For calculations, viruses with 
IC50s of <50 or >3,200 were assigned a value of 25 or 3,200, respectively.

sequence analysis

env was amplified from DNA isolated from infected PBMCs and subsequently sequenced as 
described previously31-33. The nucleotide sequences of all virus clones from an individual were 
aligned using ClustalW in the software package BioEdit34 and edited manually. The reference 
sequence HXB2 was included in the alignment to number each aligned residue according to 
the corresponding position in this reference sequence. Insertions were given the number of the 
residue prior to the insertion, followed by a letter to identify each inserted residue. Genetic 
analyses were performed on gp160 sequences starting at nucleotide position 91, which excludes 
the Env signal peptide. PNGS were identified using N-Glycosite35 at the HIV database website 
(http://www.hiv.lanl.gov/content/sequence/GLYCOSITE/glycosite.html). Net charges of gp160 
were calculated by counting all charged amino acid residues per sequence, with R and K counted 
as +1, H as +0.293, and D and E as -1. Nonsynonymous substitution (dN) and synonymous 
substitution (dS) rates were calculated using Synonymous Nonsynonymous Analysis Program 
(SNAP)36 at the HIV database website (http://www.hiv.lanl.gov/content/sequence/SNAP/SNAP.
html). To ensure a correct calculation of dN/dS ratios in the variable loops, the codon alignments 
of these regions were corrected manually. Codons containing indels are excluded in this method. 
dN/dS ratios between succeeding time points were calculated by averaging the dN/dS ratios 
between all individual pairs of env sequences from these time points. 

statistical analysis

Means of gp160 length and numbers of PNGS were compared using a t test for independent 
samples. Correlations between autologous NAb responses and Env characteristics were anal-
ysed using a Spearman’s rank test (SPSS software package).
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nucleotide sequence accession numbers

All sequences included in this study have been deposited in GenBank (accession numbers 
EU743973 to EU744175).

Results

neutralizing humoral immunity against autologous HIV-1

To study the evolution of the HIV-1 envelope gene and changes in neutralization sensitivity 
over the course of infection, we isolated clonal HIV-1 variants from PBMCs that were obtained 
at six time points covering the disease course from SC up to 2 to 3 years after clinical AIDS 
diagnosis from five typical progressors from the ACS who never developed X4 HIV-1 vari-
ants (R5 progressors) (Fig. 1). In patient H5, attempts to isolate clonal HIV-1 variants from 
PBMCs obtained at SC and at time points after AIDS diagnosis were not successful (Fig. 1). 

For each patient, autologous neutralizing activity in sera obtained at or close to the time points 
of virus isolation were measured for a maximum of five randomly selected clonal HIV-1 variants 
per time point (Fig. 2). The number of HIV-1 variants tested was limited by the amounts 
of patient sera available. Sequence characteristics of the virus variants used for analyzing the 
autologous NAb response were similar to those of other virus variants obtained from the same 
time point (0.2 to 3.6% sequence variation in env between clones of one time point). 

Large variation was observed between the autologous NAb responses in the five patients. 
Neutralization of autologous virus variants was observed only in patients H1, H2, and H3. In 
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Figure 1: CD4+ T-cell numbers, viral loads and antiretroviral treatments of five typical R5 progressors from the 
ACS. All patients had an asymptomatic follow-up of 7 to 11 years between SC and clinical AIDS diagnosis. The 
length and type of antiretroviral therapy are indicated at the top of each diagram.
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agreement with findings by others7,8, virus variants were not neutralized by contemporaneous 
serum and sera from earlier time points, suggestive of viral escape. Serum neutralizing activity 
reached the highest titers against the earliest virus variants and was much less potent against 
variants from subsequent time points. For viruses from the same time point, serum titers that 
established neutralization showed only minimal variation. Moreover, this variation was always 
smaller than the variation in neutralizing serum titers for viruses from different time points. 
In patient H1, autologous NAb responses persisted until clinical AIDS diagnosis (108 months 
after SC), whereas the autologous antibody responses in patients H2 and H3 were already 
lost during the asymptomatic phase of infection. Interestingly, heterologous neutralizing activ-
ity, which was analyzed longitudinally in patient H2, continued to increase in breadth and 
magnitude until 73 months after SC (M. van Gils, unpublished data). Patients H4 and H5 did 
not develop a detectable autologous NAb response, as has been described for other patients8. 
However, as we failed to isolate clonal virus variants from patient H5 at SC, we cannot exclude 
the presence of NAbs against earlier virus variants from this individual. Interestingly, sera from 
patients H4 and H5 were both able to neutralize three out of a panel of five heterologous 
subtype B viruses with low to moderated titers37, indicating that low-level antibody responses 
had indeed developed in these patients.
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Figure 2: Development of autologous humoral immune responses. Average IC50s, determined by linear regression, 
of ≤5 virus variants per time point are indicated. Bars with identical shading represent inhibition of virus isolates 
from one time point by sera from different time points (as indicated on the x axis). The dashed lines represent 
background measurements using pooled sera from uninfected individuals. Note that the maximum value on the y 
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evolution of env in the course of infection

To analyze molecular changes in the viral envelope, full-length gp160 from a median of 8 virus 
variants (range, 2 to 10) from each time point was sequenced. From the first time point of H5, we 
generated a single env sequence from proviral DNA in patient PBMCs. Phylogenetic trees of all 
sequences were constructed using the neighbor-joining and the maximum-likelihood methods. In 
both trees, sequences from each individual patient grouped together (data not shown), excluding 
superinfection and contamination of samples. For each patient, the consensus gp160 sequence of 
virus variants isolated at SC is shown in Fig. S1 in the supplemental material.

gp160 length and number of PNGS

Escape from NAbs of HIV-1 has been associated with increases in both the length and glyco-
sylation of Env7,14,38. Viruses from all our patients showed an increase in gp160 length early in 
infection, followed by a decrease towards the end stage of disease in patients H1, H2, H4, and 
H5 (Fig. 3A). A similar pattern over the course of infection was observed for the number of 
PNGS, although patient H4 did not show the initial increase but only a significant decrease in 
the number of PNGS later in the course of infection (Fig. 3B and Table 1). Changes in gp160 
length and number of PNGS were not always temporally related. In patient H5, for example, 
the average gp160 length of coexisting HIV-1 variants peaked at 62 months after SC, whereas 
the number of PNGS continued to increase until 128 months after SC. In viruses from patient 
H1, on the other hand, the peak in number of PNGS preceded the peak in gp160 length. Of 
note, in this patient, viruses showed an exceptional increase in gp160 length, from an average 
of 823 amino acids (aa) at 4 months after SC to an average of 855 aa at 108 months after SC 
(Table 1), as a result of continuous expansion of the V1, V2, and V4 regions (data not shown). 
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Figure 3: Longitudinal analysis of changes in gp160 length and number of PNGS. Each dot represents one clonal 
virus variant. The horizontal bars indicate average values per time point. P values were calculated using a t test for 
independent samples. (A) Length of gp160. (B) Number of PNGS in gp160.
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Length variation in gp160 could be attributed almost completely to changes in the variable 
loops. Insertions and deletions were observed in V1 for all patients, and additionally, in V2, V4, 
and/or V5 for some patients (data not shown). There were no associations between the region 
of the indels and the presence or absence of an autologous NAb response (data not shown).

Viruses from four out of five patients showed an increase in PNGS in the constant regions 
early in infection, followed by stabilization or a decrease at later time points (Fig. 4A). For the 
variable regions, acquisition and/or loss of PNGS were more variable (Fig. 4B). Viruses from 
patient H3 showed a continuous increase, viruses from patients H2 and H4 a continuous 
decrease, and viruses from patients H1 and H5 an increase followed by a decrease in PNGS 
in the variable regions. These results indicate that PNGS in both the constant and the variable 
regions of gp120 are involved in Env evolution.

Table 1: Correlates of autologous neutralization

Length (aa) No. of PNGS
in gp160Autologous gp160 gp120 V V1V2 V4

Patient NAb rank SC peak Δ (peak) (peak) (peak) SC peak Δ
H1 1 823.1 855.4 32.3 174.4 82.6 47.3 30.9 33.2 2.3
H2 2 829.0 836.6 7.8 155.8 76.5 35.0 31.3 32.6 1.4
H3 3 813.4 836.5 23.1 154.5 75.6 34.0 27.4 33.0 5.6
H4 4 818.9 827.6 8.8 144.9 70.0 31.0 29.6 29.3 -0.4
H5 5 819.0 821.6 4.0 140.6 69.2 29.0 26.0 30.8 5.0

Correlations between potency of the autologous NAb response and the length of gp160 or the number of PNGS 
of the virus population early after seroconversion (SC), the maximum average gp160 length or number of PNGS 
during infection (peak), and the increase in gp160 length or number of PNGS during infection (Δ) are shown. 
The regions in gp160 where maximum length correlated significantly with the potency of the NAb response are 
also presented. P values (Spearman) for lengths and PNGS numbers, from left to right, were as follows: 0.391, 
<0.001, 0.188, <0.001, <0.001, <0.001, 0.104, 0.104, and 0.873.
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Locations of PNGS

To study changes in the glycan shield in more detail, we analyzed the locations of PNGS in 
all Env sequences (Fig. 5). Most variation in the location of the PNGS could be observed in 
the variable loops V1, V2, V4, and V5 as a result of insertions and deletions in these regions. 
The PNGS at position 301 in V3 was preserved in the course of infection in all virus variants 
from all subjects. In the constant regions, the locations of PNGS appeared to be restricted 

Patient Mo since C1 V1
SC 49 88 130 134a 134b 134c 134d 135 136 138 139 141 141c 141h 141k 141m 141q 142 143c 143d 143f 143i 143j 143l 143n 145a
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Figure 5: Changes in the locations of PNGS in gp160 sequences over the course of infection. The percentage of 
viruses with a PNGS at a given position per patient per time point is color coded using increasingly darker shades 
of grey. Mo, months.
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to more specific positions within the molecule. Introductions of glycans at nonconserved 
sites, such as N49 in patient H1, were not frequently observed. In general, PNGS that were 
conserved among subtype B sequences were also relatively conserved among virus variants from 
our patients. A number of PNGS was present in all sequences we analyzed, including N197, 
N262, N301, N611, N616, and N637. Moreover, we observed that some conserved PNGS 
present early in infection were absent during later stages of disease, such as N816 in gp41, 
which was lost in some of the viruses from patients H1, H2, and H4, and completely absent in 
the late viral quasispecies in patient H3. On the other hand, a number of relatively conserved 
PNGS, which were (partially) absent in the earliest virus population emerged in the course of 

Patient Mo since V3 C3 V4 C4
SC 301 332 334 339 343 356 362 386 392 396 396b 396h 396l 397 400a 400b 400c 401 403 406 407 410 411 411a 413 448
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Figure 5 – continued
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infection, for example, N160 in V2 in patients H3 and H5 and N289 in C2 in patients H1, 
H2, H4, and H5. Of note, the absence of N289 in early virus variants predicts the resistance of 
these viruses against MAb 2G12, as we previously observed for early viruses in other patients33.

Net charge of gp160

Since changes in the net charge of the V1V2 loop during infection have been reported previ-
ously20, we calculated the net charge of all separate variable regions of gp160. No uniform changes 
in Env net charge were observed over the course of infection, nor did we observe a decrease in 
the net charge in any of the variable regions of Env at the later time points (data not shown). 

Single amino acid substitutions

The consensus sequences of each time point per patient were aligned with the consensus sequence 
of HIV-1 subtype B Env to analyze changes in single amino acids that were not part of PNGS. 
Most amino acid substitutions that became dominant in the viral quasispecies were either 
forward or reverse mutations relative to the consensus sequence, whereas, for only a minority of 
substitutions, a nonconsensus B amino acid residue mutated to another nonconsensus B amino 
acid residue. Most mutations became fixed in the viral quasispecies, although some forward mu-
tations reverted at a later time point. A number of forward (n=34) and reverse (n=11) mutations 
occurred in viruses from more than one patient: we observed 25 identical forward mutations 
and 7 identical reversions in viruses from two patients and 8 identical forward mutations and 4 
identical reversions in viruses from three patients, whereas forward mutation D325N occurred 
in virus variants from four patients (Table 2). Although the majority of mutations that occurred 
in virus variants of more than one patient were not linked to a specific region in the gp160 env 
gene, six forward and four reverse mutations were found in relatively close proximity in V3 and 
C3 (between HXB2 aa 308 and 360). In gp41, 3 identical amino acid reversions and 13 identical 
forward mutations were observed, 2 of which were located in the epitope for 4E10 (T676S and 
N677K). Identical mutations in other parts of the env gene (i.e., from C1 to C2 and from V4 
to C5) occurred in amino acid residues that to our knowledge have not been described as being 
involved in NAb escape or (co)receptor usage. Of the 13 mutations that occurred in viruses from 
three or more patients, 2 mutations were located in close proximity in C1 (V84I and E87K), 
3 mutations were located in the V3 region (K315R, E321aD, and D325N), 1 mutation was 
observed close to the V3 loop (L333I), and 7 mutations were found in gp41 (Table 2).

selection pressure on env

Selection pressure is generally measured as the ratio of the rates of dN and dS, where a dN/dS 
ratio of >1 is indicative of positive selection. We calculated dN/dS ratios between every pair of 
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successive time points for gp160, gp120, and gp41 and also separately for the constant and vari-
able regions of gp120. Positive selection pressure on gp160, gp120, and gp41, albeit decreasing 
over time and absent at AIDS diagnosis, was observed in patients H1, H2, and H3, who all had 
autologous serum neutralizing activity (Fig. 6A). However, selection pressure on the variable 
domains of gp120 was evident up to or even past the point of AIDS diagnosis in all patients 
except H5. Interestingly, the dN/dS ratio of gp120 showed a relatively linear decrease, whereas 
the selection pressure on the variable regions of gp120 in patients H1, H2, and H4 stabilized or 
increased temporarily towards AIDS (between time points IV and V). For patient H5, selection 
pressure was observed on the constant regions of gp120 only between the first and the second 
time points, shifting to the variable regions of gp120 between the second and third time points. 

In the course of infection, divergence of dN from the earliest virus population was higher 
than the divergence of dS in the patients who showed autologous neutralizing activity (Fig. 
6B). In agreement with previous reports39,40, dN divergence stabilized at later time points in 
these patients, whereas the divergence of dS continued to increase. In patients H4 and H5, 
divergence of dN was lower compared to divergence of dS over the entire course of infection, 
compatible with the absence of detectable autologous neutralizing activity in their sera. 

Correlates of autologous neutralization

To determine if certain Env characteristics are important for eliciting an effective humoral 
immune response, we analyzed a potential association between neutralizing titers against 

Table 2: Single amino acid substitutions that became dominant in the viral quasispecies in at least three of five 
patients

Gene Region Mutationa Directionb

Patientc

H1 H2 H3 H4 H5
gp120 C1 V84I F + + +

E87K F + + +
V3 K315R R + + +

E321aD F + + +
D325N F + + + +

C3 L333I R + + +

gp41 HR1 L543Q R + + +
K588R F + + +

HR2 N624D R + + +
D624E F + + +
E630Q F + + +

Intracellular domain P724Q F + + +
V829I F + + +

a Amino acid residues are numbered according to the corresponding positions in the reference sequence HXB2.
b Substitutions were categorized as either a forward (F) or a reverse (R) mutation relative to the consensus B 
sequence.
c +, present.
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autologous virus variants and the number of PNGS and length of the V1, V2, V4, and V5 
regions and of full-length gp160 of early virus variants. Patients were ranked according to the 
potency of autologous neutralizing activity in their sera. In this ranking, patient H1 performed 
best, followed by H2, H3, H4, and finally H5 (Table 1). Although the IC50 titers of patient 
H2 were lower than those of patient H3, patient H2 was given a higher rank, because the NAb 
response was maintained for a longer period of time during the chronic phase of infection. For 
patient H5, we were unable to determine the autologous NAb response against an early virus 
population due to our inability to isolate virus variants early after SC. However, the absence 
of a broad heterologous NAb response (data not shown) and high and/or long-term selection 
pressure on gp160 all suggest that this patient failed to mount a vigorous immune response. As 
shown in Table 1, the efficiency of the NAb response did not correlate with gp160 length or 
the number of PNGS of the earliest viruses. 

Finally, we analyzed whether changes in gp160 length or the number of PNGS during chronic 
infection were associated with the potency of the humoral immune response. Although there 
was no correlation between the efficiency of the NAb response and the increase in number of 
PNGS and gp160 length, we did observe a significant association between NAb response and 
the maximum average length of virus variants, both in total gp160 length, and in V1V2 and V4 
separately, later in infection (Table 1). The peak average number of PNGS did not significantly 
correlate with the efficiency of the NAb response, although viruses from patients H1, H2, and 
H3, who showed neutralizing activity against their autologous viruses, had a higher maximum 
number of PNGS (range, 32.6 to 33.2) compared to patients H4 and H5, who did not develop 
an effective autologous NAb response (range for peak average number of PNGS, 29.3 to 30.8). 
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Figure 6: dN and dS rates in env during the course of infection. (A) Selection pressure on Env, expressed as the 
ratio between dN and dS. Ratios are shown for full-length gp160, gp41, and gp120, and constant regions and 
variable regions of gp120 between viruses from successive time points. The dashed lines indicate a dN/dS ratio 
of 1.0. dN/dS ratios of >1.0 are indicative of positive selection. (B) Divergence of dN and dS over the course of 
infection relative to the virus population present shortly after SC (time point I in panel A). For all patients, time 
point V corresponds to the moment of clinical AIDS diagnosis.
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dIsCussIon

HIV-1 evolution in relation to escape from humoral immunity has been studied during the 
early phase of infection7,8. Here, for the first time, we report the neutralizing humoral immune 
response against HIV-1 and viral escape from this response in relation to molecular changes 
of the viral envelope during the entire course of infection in five participants in the ACS. We 
selected individuals with a typical disease course who never developed CXCR4-using variants 
as that would have obscured our analysis of Env evolution. 

Three patients included in this study developed a NAb response against their autologous 
viruses. In agreement with previous observations7, autologous neutralization declined during 
chronic infection as a result of both viral escape and the inability of the humoral immune 
system to respond to these newly emerging viral escape variants. Our patients had a more or 
less similar typical disease course (time between SC and AIDS diagnosis, 7 to 11 years) yet 
demonstrated a large variation in the development of a potent autologous NAb response. We 
therefore conclude that, at least in these patients, humoral immunity does not have a major 
impact on disease progression41. However, we only focused on the neutralizing capacity of 
the humoral immune response, whereas antibodies might also be involved in other protective 
processes, such as antibody-dependent cellular cytotoxicity42,43. Moreover, the possibility that 
humoral immunity in combination with other host factors, such as HIV-1-specific cytotoxic T 
lymphocytes, and/or innate immune factors, such as APOBEC3F/G or TRIM5α, may protect 
against HIV-1 disease progression cannot be excluded. 

In agreement with a previous report17, we observed early in infection an increase in the 
lengths of the variable loops and in the number of PNGS in gp160 irrespective of detectable 
autologous neutralizing activity in serum. However, HIV-1 variants from patients H1, H2, 
and H3, who all developed a potent autologous NAb response, showed evidence for positive 
selection on the envelope gene, as well as a relatively high nonsynonymous divergence over 
synonymous divergence in the first phase of infection. These findings most likely reflect a 
higher NAb pressure on Env in these patients than in the patients who did not elicit a detect-
able autologous NAb response. 

In general, positive selection was strongest on the variable regions of gp120, in agreement 
with the widely accepted view that a large proportion of the autologous antibody response 
is directed against these regions. Selection pressure was high in the initial phase of infection 
and decreased over time, possibly reflecting the inability of humoral immunity to respond to 
newly evolving virus variants and/or the limits to sequence variation compatible with viral 
replication. Stabilization of the dN late in infection may be a reflection of attenuated humoral 
immunity39,40, which may also allow Env to lower its defences, leading to a reduction of gp160 
length and the number of PNGS. However, the absence of an absolute temporal relationship 
between the dynamics of the length and level of glycosylation of Env indicate that the influence 
of selection processes on these Env characteristics may be different. 
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We do not exclude the possibility that selection pressures other than NAbs may also influence 
the evolution of Env. For example, the efficiency of (co)receptor usage may be an important 
selective process in HIV-1 Env evolution during later stages of disease44,45, possibly driven by a 
reduction in the availability of target cells. In this respect, the stabilization and/or increase of 
the selection pressure on the variable regions of gp120 observed late in infection in three out 
of five patients may be indicative of the evolution of Env towards a more efficient coreceptor 
use, although a correlation between selection pressure on the variable regions of gp120 and 
CD4+ T-cell decline is absent in our patients. Furthermore, single amino acid mutations may 
have been selected by cytotoxic-T-lymphocyte pressure. Indeed, we have recently observed 
that up to 50% of amino acid changes in Env more occur in known or predicted cytotoxic-T-
lymphocyte epitopes46. 

The occurrence of identical mutations in HIV-1 variants from three or more patients studied 
here may indicate that HIV-1 has developed general ways to adapt to changing environments, for 
example, during or after transmission, to escape from NAbs or in response to decreasing numbers 
of target cells. This may particularly be true for V3, known as a conserved neutralizing domain47, 
as four out of six mutations in gp120 observed in viruses from three patients (or in four patients 
for mutation D325N) were located in or near the V3 loop. Functional requirements render 
the V3 loop very conserved48, also with respect to length and glycosylation, which contrasts 
the other variable regions, in which large variations, both indels and changes in glycosylation, 
seem to be allowed without consequences for viral replication fitness49. The fact that multiple 
common reverse mutations relative to the consensus B sequence were observed may be indicative 
of sequence constraints on at least some regions of Env50. However, common amino acid changes 
observed in this study may be related to the fact that we studied only a small group of patients 
infected with relatively closely related virus strains (see Fig. S1 in the supplemental material). 
A general role for the common mutations in Env, as observed here, in HIV-1 neutralization 
sensitivity remains to be established. Indeed, functional analyses may reveal for each substitution 
described here whether it is involved in NAb escape, or, for example, a compensatory mutation.

Analysis of the changes in the glycan shield over the course of infection showed that although 
virus populations in all patients displayed similar profiles of addition and loss of PNGS, most 
changes occurred in a patient-specific way. Changes in PNGS were not confined to the variable 
regions of Env but were also observed in the constant regions, although PNGS in the constant 
regions appeared to be more restrained with respect to their positions. A number of PNGS, 
including N88, N197, and N262 in the constant regions of gp120 and N301 in V3, as well 
as N611, N616, and N637 in gp41, were very conserved, indicating that glycans at these 
positions are likely to be important for the conformation and/or the functionality of the Env 
trimer. The acquisition of relatively conserved PNGS early in infection and the loss of such 
PNGS late in infection may suggest that these glycans are involved in resistance of Env against 
NAbs. Moreover, the overall density of glycans on the Env trimer may be another important 
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mechanism of escape from NAbs, as suggested by the observed trend here, where the potency of 
the NAb response was associated with the peak number of PNGS during infection. 

The virus variants that were used in this study were propagated on PBMCs, which may 
coincide with sequence changes in Env29,51. However, these sequence changes seem to be rare, 
as multiple parallel long-term cultures of clonal virus variants on PBMCs resulted in only very 
few mutations in the V3–V4 regions46, pointing to the genetic stability of the virus clones. 

In vaccine design, it is important to understand which viral characteristics are important for 
the elicitation of a broad and high-titer humoral immune response. One could argue that a 
virus with a compact envelope and a relatively low level of glycosylation would expose many 
neutralization epitopes and could therefore serve as an effective immunogen. However, when 
we ranked our patients according to the autologous NAb response, we did not find an as-
sociation between NAb response and gp160 length or the number of PNGS of the earliest 
virus population. This suggests that the presentation of neutralization epitopes depends on 
more factors than the envelope length and glycosylation characteristics of the transmitted virus 
variants. Moreover, host factors, such as B-cell repertoire and humoral immune activation, may 
also play roles in the development of an efficient antibody response after vaccination. 

In conclusion, we have studied the HIV-1-specific humoral immune response in relation to 
viral escape and molecular evolution in Env. Escape from the autologous NAb response coin-
cided with specific amino acid changes and with increases in gp160 length and the number of 
PNGS, followed by reversions later in infection, when the NAb response subsided. Knowledge 
of the Env conformation that elicits NAbs and, on the other hand, the Env conformation 
that resists antibody-mediated neutralization may be applied to the design of immunogens 
optimally capable of eliciting protective humoral immunity.
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suPPleMentARy dAtA

                           10         20          30         40          50         60          70              
                 ....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....| 
ConsB       MRVKGIRKNYQHLWR----WGTMLLGMLMICSAAEKLWVTVYYGVPVWKEATTTLFCASDAKAYDTEVHN
HXB2        ....E--.-......WGWR..............T....................................
Cons H1 4 mo  ......K........----.......I......T.N..................................
Cons H2 2 mo  ...TE..R.C.....----................Q..................................
Cons H3 2 mo  ...............----...............DQ.............DT...................
Cons H4 2 mo  ..........H....----.......I........Q..................................
      H5 2 mo  ...T....Y......----.......I......T................T...................

                           80         90        100        110        120         130        140         
                 ....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....| 
ConsB        VWATHACVPTDPNPQEVVLENVTENFNMWKNNMVEQMHEDIISLWDQSLKPCVKLTPLCVTLNCTDLMNA
HXB2            ...................V...........D............................S.K....K.D
Cons H1 4 mo .................E.................................................R..
Cons H2 2 mo ............S....L.G...............................................G..
Cons H3 2 mo ................IA......D........................................E.E.-
Cons H4 2 mo .................E.G...............................................N..
      H5 2 mo  ...............................G.....................................T

                          150        160        170        180        190        200        210       
                 ....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....| 
ConsB      TNT-NTT---IIYRWRGEIKNCSFNITTSIRDKVQKEYALFYKLDVVPIDND---NTSYRLISCNTSVIT
HXB2            ...-.SSS-GRMIMEK..........S....G.......F.....II.....---T...K.T........
Cons H1 4 mo ..--.SS--MRM-ME..................M......L....I......---...............
Cons H2 2 mo ...TSSS--GKM-MEI............N..X.M.................ENKT...............
Cons H3 2 mo ..IT.SS--------.........KV...L...-K.......R..I....D.---.N.............
Cons H4 2 mo ...P.SS-EGK--MET..................................D.---...............
      H5 2 mo  ...-.SSNGEM--MEK........K...Q....L..................---...............

                          220        230        240        250        260         270        280       
                 ....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....| 
ConsB      QACPKVSFEPIPIHYCAPAGFAILKCNDKKFNGTGPCTNVSTVQCTHGIRPVVSTQLLLNGSLAEEEVVI
HXB2            ...........................N.T........................................
Cons H1 4 mo ...........................N.T...K.................................I..
Cons H2 2 mo ........Q.......T.....................................................
Cons H3 2 mo ......T.........T.....L........S.K.................................I..
Cons H4 2 mo ........D.................K....K.....K................................
      H5 2 mo  ..........................K......K....................................

                          290         300        310        320        330         340        350       
                 ....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....| 
ConsB      RSENFTDNAKTIIVQLNESVEINCTRPNNNTRKSIHI--GPGRAFYTTGEIIGDIRQAHCNISRAKWNNT
HXB2            ..V..............T...............R.R.QR......V.I.-K..NM...............
Cons H1 4 mo ..D.I...........K.A.Q................--...K...A..............L..VD.E..
Cons H2 2 mo ................K....................--......................L..T..D..
Cons H3 2 mo ......N...............Y.............V--...KTL.A..D...........L......D.
Cons H4 2 mo ......N...I......K.................N.--......................L......D.
      H5 2 mo  ................K....................--...K.................SLN.T..E..

                          360         370        380         390        400         410        420       
                 ....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....| 
ConsB      LKQIVKKLREQFG-NKTIVFNQSSGGDPEIVMHSFNCGGEFFYCNTTQLFNSTW--NGTW------NNTE
HXB2            ....AS.......N....I.K..........T.............S........-F.S..-STEGS....
Cons H1 4 mo ....AE......R-................T.......................--.S.RNGTEVS.K..
Cons H2 2 mo .R..........K-.................T.............S.P......--.S.QLFNSXE.G..
Cons H3 2 mo .....I...K..R-.R....T........................S........ML.S..----ES.S..
Cons H4 2 mo .....I......R-...............................S........MA.S..---END.S..
      H5 2 mo  .....E......K-.................T.............S........-------SDTEN.K..

                          430         440        450         460        470         480        490       
                 ....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....| 
ConsB      G---NITLPCRIKQIINMWQEVGKAMYAPPIRGQIRCSSNITGLLLTRDGG-------NNE-TEIFRPGG
HXB2            .SD-T...............K..........S...................-NS----...-S.......
Cons H1 4 mo ----I.........L.........V........K.....K...........-NNKSEAE..-........
Cons H2 2 mo .SNST...Q..........................K...............GNDT----.RT..T.....
Cons H3 2 mo E---...........................S...................-NNT----.G-........
Cons H4 2 mo E---..................................T............DNGT-------........
      H5 2 mo  .ND-TLI..........L.................K...............DNG----..K-........
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                          500         510        520        530        540          550        560       
                 ....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....| 
ConsB        GDMRDNWRSELYKYKVVKIEPLGVAPTKAKRRVVQREKRAVG-IGAMFLGFLGAAGSTMGAASMTLTVQA
HXB2            ..........................................-...L.......................
Cons H1 4 mo ..........................................-L...................V......
Cons H2 2 mo ..........................................-...V................I......
Cons H3 2 mo ..........................................T...........................
Cons H4 2 mo ...........................R............A.-L..L.......................
      H5 2 mo  ..........................................-...V................I......

                          570         580        590        600        610          620        630       
                 ....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....| 
ConsB      RQLLSGIVQQQNNLLRAIEAQQHLLQLTVWGIKQLQARVLAVERYLKDQQLLGIWGCSGKLICTTAVPWN
HXB2            ......................................I...............................
Cons H1 4 mo .L....................................................................
Cons H2 2 mo .L............................................R..................T....
Cons H3 2 mo ......................................................................
Cons H4 2 mo ......................................................................
      H5 2 mo  .L....................................................................

                          640         650        660        670         680        690         700       
                 ....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....| 
ConsB      ASWSNKSLDEIWDNMTWMEWEREIDNYTSLIYTLIEESQNQQEKNEQELLELDKWASLWNWFDITNWLWY
HXB2            ........EQ..NHT.....D...N......HS.............................N.......
Cons H1 4 mo .........K..N...........N............................Q........S.......
Cons H2 2 mo .........Q....................................L............S..........
Cons H3 2 mo .........K..N.....D.....N...G...........................N.......S.....
Cons H4 2 mo T........Q..................G.......K...........................S.....
      H5 2 mo  .........K..N........K................................................

                          710         720        730        740        750          760        770       
                 ....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....| 
ConsB      IKIFIMIVGGLVGLRIVFAVLSIVNRVRQGYSPLSFQTRLPAPRGPDRPEGIEEEGGERDRDRSGRLVDG
HXB2            ..L...................................H..T......................I...N.
Cons H1 4 mo .......................A..............H...Q.................K.........
Cons H2 2 mo .........................................T...................G..I.....
Cons H3 2 mo ................I.S.....K................V.......................Q....
Cons H4 2 mo ................A.S.............................................XQ....
      H5 2 mo  .....................T.............L............................S.....

                          780         790        800        810        820          830        840       
                 ....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....| 
ConsB      FLALIWDDLRSLCLFSYHRLRDLLLIVTRIVELLGRRGWEVLKYWWNLLQYWSQELKNSAVSLLNATAIA
HXB2          S.......................................A.............................
Cons H1 4 mo ...I..V.................................L.............................
Cons H2 2 mo ....................S.....A..T..........I.............................
Cons H3 2 mo ..T...V....................A...................................Y.T....
Cons H4 2 mo ...I..V....................A...........G...............I.K............
      H5 2 mo  ....L.V.................................I...C...........R.............

                          850         860        870         
                 ....|....|....|....|....|....|....| 
ConsB      VAEGTDRVIEVVQRACRAILHIPRRIRQGLERALL
HXB2            .............G.....R............I..
Cons H1 4 mo .......I...S...F.......T...........
Cons H2 2 mo ...........L...F....R..T.....F.....
Cons H3 2 mo ...........L...Y..F..........A....Q
Cons H4 2 mo ..............TY..F...............Q
      H5 2 mo  ..........IL...F.......T.....F.....

Supplementary Figure 1: Consensus gp160 sequences of the earliest virus variants from each patient aligned 
to the consensus B and HXB2 Env sequences. Since isolation of clonal virus variants was not successful for the 
earliest time point in individual H5, a single env sequence was generated from proviral DNA in patient PBMC 
from this time point. In those cases where no single residue was present in at least 50% of the sequences from one 
patient, an X is shown.
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